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The best location to fit the camera is directly on the car license plate. All cars feature a light to illuminate the number 
plate at night, which may allow a cable to run inside of the car trunk.

(A) Loose the  original screws on the number plate with wrench.

(B) Thread camera cable through the space for the number plate light. If your car doesn't feature this light, or a hole to 
thread this cable through, a discreet 7mm hole needs to be drilled to allow this cable into the rear part of the car trunk.

(C) Once the cable is secure inside the car, then tighten the screws to put the camera on the license plate, and put the 
license plate back to the vehicle. If necessary, use cross screwdriver to loosen the screw beside  the camera head, till 
up or down the vertical angel of the lens, which may improve the view of the camera lens.
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Wire Connection Diagram
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Ver 2.0

(Default show guideline, If cut this wire, will not show guideline)
Green wire: Parking Guide Line Red Wire-Reversing light(+12v±10%)

Black Wire-Ground(Negative pole or metal parts near reversing light)

Extension Cord

In most case, no need to connect this wire as 90% monitors are triggered by video signal. 
Make sure to use heat-shrink or electrical tape for insulating when you don't use it.
(If your monitor is triggered by reverse signal, connect it to monitor reverse control cable)

VC1  Camera
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Black (Ground)-Locate a suitable location to ground (negative) the black wire in the wiring harness. You may connect this wire 
to a factory ground point in the vehicle, or attach a ring terminal to the black wire and screw into the body of the vehicle. If you 
choose to screw into the body, clean the area of any paint or adhesives to allow for good metal to metal connect.

Technical Specification

TV System

Resolution

Power Supply

Water-proof

PAL(     )    NTSC( √ )

480TV Lines

DC12V±10%

Night Vision YES( √ )   NO(    )

Video Put RCA connector (1.0Vp-p.75 Ohm)

2:1 Interlace

S/N Ratio More Than 48dB

Scanning System 
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Sensor CMOS Effective Pixel 648*488

Horizontal Sync Frequency 15734kHz Vertical Sync Fre 60Hz

Operating Temperature -4℉~158℉ RH95% MAX Lens Angle 92°~170°

Storage Temperature -22℉~176℉ RH95% MAX Horizontal Angle 92°~170°

Backup camera * 1

8M(26.2ft) extension cord * 1

Clamps and straps

Triple-use screwdriver * 1

Thanks card * 1

User manual * 1
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No signal transmission delay and widely available: It has a 0.45MP without any signal delay with professional imported chips 
inside, which makes it available to more than 98% of the cars' monitor.

I  68 Waterproof RatingP

Car Monitor
(Not included in package)

Notes

Package Contents

Camera Introduction

Super night vision and wide field of view: Vertical view angle adjustable, large viewing angle, super night vision effect. The 
license plate camera shows a  very clear image when you get your car reverse.

Easy to Install: The drilling-free design makes you get it fixed on the plate quickly. IP68 waterproof rating can secure your 
parking safety, no matter what the weather is.

Exquisite product and packaging design: It has the front-end all-metal construction and is packed in a beautiful gift box. 
Thus, it is not only for yourself use but also for a gift.
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